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Open Garden is scheduled for Saturday, April. 17, 2010 and volunteers are busy getting ready to
showcase this very special garden.

den as well as tours of the Garden
(and the Cemetery), sales of roserelated items and a chance to bid
on some very special roses.

With more volunteers this year
(and some cooperation in the
weather department) more roses
got more attention and should be
ready to ‘strut their stuff’ come
April.

A catalog of roses for sale will be
available before the sale via the
website. (www.cemeteryrose.org/)
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Forgotten Roses
The North Coast Heritage Roses
Group will present a winter seminar on the collection, preservation
and Identification of roses Saturday, March 20 at 10 a.m. It will be
held at Garden Valley Ranch (498
Pepper Road, Petaluma). Additional details: 707-795-0919 or
http://www.gardenvalley.com.

Hold this date:

OPEN
GARDEN

April 17

Historic Rose Garden
Wait until you see the Historic
Rose Garden this spring—or perhaps don’t wait, it’s beautiful now!
In early March, bronzy leaves are
appearing and later in March the
Banksias’ start to bloom.

According to the Farmer’s Almanac, we can expect a rather wet
March. This should help get the
roses off to a good start as sunny
(Continued on page 3)

SF Flower & Garden Show
This entertaining floral funfest will
be held March 24-28, 2010 at the
San Mateo Event Center. Plant
sales, garden ideas, and speakers
make for a great show. Details at
http://www.sfgardenshow.com/.
Sacramento Rose Show
The Sacramento Rose Society will
hold their annual show on April 24
at the Shepard Garden & Arts Center in McKinley park. Our roses
will be on display, too.
Rose Class on Rose Classes
A class describing various rose classes is
tentatively scheduled for May 1 in the
(Continued on page 3)
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Cemetery Rose

Members Are Important

N
Join

ow!

editorial

The Old City Cemetery Committee, Inc.
is a private, non-profit, communitydriven organization that provides much
needed support to the City’s efforts to
maintain and beautify the Historic City
Cemetery. It provides the major educational component of this important museum as well as financial support for
repair and rehabilitation of Cemetery
structures.

Membership in the OCCC is relatively
inexpensive, (just $20 for an individual)
and I encourage each Rose Garden Volunteer (plus family & friends of volunteers) to show support and become
members of the OCCC.

As Rose Garden volunteers, we benefit
from our connection with the OCCC as
an umbrella organization, permitting us
to raise funds, provide tours, conduct
Rose Garden events and in general support our efforts to preserve California’s
historic roses.

I’ve been a member for many years and I
urge all Rose Garden folks to join in support of the OCCC.

Visit the Old City Cemetery’s website at
(www.oldcitycemetery.com) to download
a membership application.

Contributions, complaints, greetings: verlaine@citlink.net or call me at 685-6634.
Judy Eitzen

Spotlight on Abbott & Burns Family Rose
New Feature:
Each issue will spotlight a
particular Rose Garden
plant—
Someone’s favorite or
historically important rose.
This issue features the
Abbott & Burns Family
Rose as shared by
Anita Clevenger

Last year, we planted a rose that is small
in every way except its desire to bloom
continuously. Tiny leaves, tiny buds,
small stature, and blossoms an inch
across. What can it be? Can it be a
dwarf China rose?
Whatever its identity, it has been treasured by a California pioneer family for
150 years, according to descendant Terry
Eproson, who passes along this story.

On May 5th, 1857, a large party left Benton County, Arkansas, for California.
The wagon train included the Abbott,
Epperson and St. Clair families and two
brothers, Jesse and Samuel Burns. On
reaching Calaveras County in October of
1857, Jesse Burns married Catherine
Abbott, daughter of Joshua Abbott.
Catherine brought a rose cutting with
Mr. Moore's book is her from the family home in Washingreproduced in its entirety ton County, Arkansas.

on Paul Barden's website,
Old Garden Roses and Burns and Epperson descendants still
grow plants from cuttings of this original
Beyond,
http://
www.rdrop.com/~paul/
ralphmoore/index.html.

rose. Marty Stroud, a rose garden volun-

teer, obtained one for us, and we planted it
in Plot 546 SE.
Redouté painted a dwarf China rose in his
1817 work, Les Roses. Once known as Rosa
indica pumila, it is today known as R. chinensis var minima. Dwarf China roses were
known to be in Europe by 1810, and were
grown as pot and garden plants. By 1840,
some “even found their way to the United
States,” according to Ralph Moore in his
1966 book, 'All About Miniature Roses.'
Dwarf Chinas were generally forgotten until 'Rouletii' was discovered in Switzerland
in 1917, and used by rose hybridizers to
create modern miniature roses. Did one
survive with the Abbott family, and come
with them to California?
Whatever its identity, the “Abbott and
Burns Family Rose” is a bit of California
history, and a horticultural mystery. We
have planted another rose that also appears
to be a dwarf China, “Mableton Rouletti.”
This rose was given to us by Gregg Lowery.
It's in Plot 508SE. We will be very interested to compare the two.
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Open Garden, con’t.
(Continued from page 1)

days alternate with wet ones.
Jennifer and Anita will be touring their favorite roses
while Judy will take visitors throughout the Cemetery
via electric cart.
We’ll also have some extras this year. There will be perennials for sale and the Sacramento Rose Society will
have a table.
This event is our primary fund-raiser in support of the
rose garden, and it is also a great opportunity to get together in a beautiful setting with some of your favorite
rosy folks.
The event kicks off at 9:30 and we’ll begin cleaning up
by 2 p.m. So plan to join early and stay to see the roses.
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Spring Events, con’t.
(Continued from page 1)

Historic Rose Garden. Check the website for details.
(www.cemeteryrose.org.)
Celebration of Old Roses
The third Sunday in May is reserved for this event, held
at the Community Center on Moser St in El Cerrito
California. It’s a great opportunity to see examples of
hundreds of old garden roses on display—yes, hundreds
of varieties. Lots to see, sample and buy!
Russian River Rose Nursery
This nursery has several rosy events coming this spring.
They specialize in rose harvesting & perfumery. The
nursery will be open on Saturdays in April & May.
Check it out at www.russian-river-rose.com.

Perle d’Or Roses Move to Mableton
Gregg & helper
Chris taking Perle
down to a manageable size.

Rose Garden Volunteers are continually on the hunt
for found roses and, with limited space in the Rose
Garden, we tend to look askance at multiple copies of
the same rose. In fact, we agreed that eight Perle d’Or
roses were too many. Because they are so beautiful, it is
difficult to simply shovel-prune these special plants
from 1883.
Gregg Lowery of Vintage Gardens offered to take four
of these rather large plants and they have now been
replanted at the McDonald Mansion (also known as
Mableton Mansion) a summer home built in the 1870’s
by Col. Mark L. McDonald in Santa Rosa. This home,
Santa Rosa’s most prominent historic landmark, was
the home used in the 1960 Disney film, Polyanna.
The building has been renovated and Gregg is working
with staff to complete a restoration of the gardens and
our Perle’s are now part of this garden makeover. In
exchange, Gregg has given a generous donation to support the Historic Rose Garden.
We have already identified roses to be planted in these
spots. With four remaining Perle d’Or’s, we’ll still have
a great show with these beauties and it’s great knowing
that our roses will enhance Santa Rosa’s historic site.

Moving Perle to
tarp for the trip to
Santa Rosa.

Four Perle’s
planted at Mableton Mansion

Cemetery Rose
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Weedy Springtime
Our balmy, spring-like February weather has not only
sprung our roses from winter dormancy but has also
inspired those unwelcome companion plants—aka
weeds—to germinate and return to life with vigor.
Weeds are not only unsightly, but they compete with
the roses for nutrients, water, and sunlight and can
cause both sinus and dermatologic allergic reactions in
cemetery visitors (and volunteers!). Staying ahead of
weed growth cycles requires constant vigilance and care
from the Sheriff’s work project crews, and dedicated
volunteers (including one who does nothing but weed).
We usually hand weed but have also tried soil solarization in hot months, and landscape fabric, newspaper,
and cardboard barriers beneath the mulch.
What works well on annual grasses1 and broadleaves2
doesn’t always do the trick on our sturdier biennials3
especially those with rhizomatous growth habits like
Bermuda grass.
As you wander the garden and enjoy the roses it is important to remember that many of the weeds, just like
our roses, are Eurasian immigrant thriving survivors.
They either hitchhiked here as seeds on supplies and
plants brought west or were initially planted as exotic
ornamental garden specimens. Some have done so well
they are listed as invasive plants by the California Invasive Plant Council (www.CAL-IPC.org).
Invasive plant characteristics include; an ability to
broadly germinate (especially in disturbed ground),
early maturation, prolific seed production and few
natural enemies. Invasive weeds commonly found in
the cemetery include poison hemlock (the same hemlock that poisoned Socrates), field bindweed, bur clover, Bermuda grass, oxalis, cut leaf geranium and pokeweed. Control of these weeds is an ongoing battle. All
parts of the poison hemlock, (Conium maculatum) and
pokeweed (Phytolacca americana) (except for the red berries which birds love) are toxic and extreme care should
be used when handling and disposing of these plants.
(We wear gloves, long sleeves and thoroughly wash

by Pat Schink
skin, tools and clothing after exposure. Some of us are so sensitive
that we stay clear of the infestation).
A good resource for weed identification and control is at the University of California Integrated Pest
Management web site http://
www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/PMG/weeds_intro.html . Identification of each weed and its growth characteristics is
the first step to effective control and prioritizing the
weed removal effort. While mechanical pulling methods
work for some weeds, cultural methods such as mulch
and barriers work well for others. We especially try to
stop the weeds before they go to seed. Mulch, manure,
alfalfa and targeted bubbler irrigation have improved
growing conditions for our roses. The sheet layering of
cardboard with overlapping seams, covered by organic
mulches has proven to be successful along with old fashioned hand pulling. We primarily hand weed in order
not to injure rose stems and roots. In our public garden we avoid the use of chemical controls due to concerns about their effect on the environment including
bird habitats, water and soil quality, beneficial insects,
native bee habitat, and healthy soil microorganisms.
Next time you visit the garden to enjoy the roses, remember to appreciate also the many hours spent to control those competing potentially sprawling, sneeze, itch
and sticker producing, choking, vining, creeping, overreaching, bushy, sturdy, hardy, unwelcome plants that
detract from the health and beauty of our heritage
roses.
————————————————————————————————————————
1

e.g. crabgrass and annual bluegrass
e.g. bedstraw, groundsel, miner’s lettuce, filaree, shepherd’s
purse, knotweed, bur clover, blessed milk thistle, puncture
vine (very nasty… we try to bag the plants to prevent seed
dispersal) and spotted spurge
3
e.g. poison hemlock, bristly ox-tongue, and cutleaf geranium), and perennials (e.g. oxalis, foxtail barley, dandelion,
nutsedge, and field bindweed

2
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Raindrops On Roses
Want to add a new word to your rose vocabulary? Try
this: superhydrophobicity.
The opening line of Oscar Hammerstein’s lyrics to
“My Favorite Things” is something we’ve heard without thinking about any serious meaning – a pretty
song lyric. However, raindrops’ lingering on rose petals is somewhat unusual in the plant kingdom. Water
slides off most other blooms with the slightest movement, taking dust and small insects off with them.
Biologists refer to this as ‘self-cleaning’ and the phenomenon has been well studied by researchers trying
to make water-repellent materials. The water slides off
because the surfaces are very rough and spiky at the
microscopic level, and the tips of the spikes are covered in wax. The water molecules therefore come into
contact with only a tiny fraction of the surface, and
then only to water-repelling wax.
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by Judy Eitzen
Researcher Lin Feng and her colleagues at Tsinghua
University in Beijing found that although rose petals
are coated with spikes similar to other blooms, they
have wide, gentle-sloping troughs between the spikes,
and no wax. The spikes keep the dew drops in a
spherical shape, but the water 'leaks' into the troughs
between spike-covered bumps, giving a bit of 'stick'
and stopping small droplets from rolling around. Using these new insights, Feng was able to create a synthetic rose petal surface with same properties.
“The simple duplication of petal surface provides us
not only a theoretical explanation of the phenomenon
but also an inspiration for the preparation of biomimetic polymer films, which should be of great biological and technological importance,” says Feng.
For roses, this stickiness comes in handy as reflective
water drops that glisten in the sun may attract pollinating insects. In the lab, such materials might be useful
for 'lab on a chip' devices that need to hold and shunt
around tiny quantities of liquid without leaking or
being contaminated by nearby materials
The phenomon, hydrophobicity is described as forcing liquid into round droplets. Hydrophobicity increases the more the surface is textured with these
structures, making rose petals (which have many structures on the surface) superhydrophobictic.
Of course, “raindrops on roses” is more poetic...

Yet water will form droplets that sit on the surface of
rose petals, even staying in place when blooms are
upside down. So how does this work? In 2008, Chinese researchers examining this phenomenon published their findings. Not surprisingly, the mechanism is a result of nanostructures ("hierarchical micropapillae" and "nanofolds") on the surface of petals.

For roses, this stickiness comes in handy as reflective water drops that glisten in the sun may attract
pollinating insects.
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Cemetery Rose

Watering Your Roses

by Judy Eitzen

California gardeners should know that CA legislators
passed four bills in recent months designed to preserve
California’s water supply. The Delta Commission will
monitor and revise water use in the Delta, local water
agencies are now required to monitor groundwater levels
and there’s a statewide conservation effort to reduce
water use by 20%. In 2007, Sacramento revised its ‘noveggies-in-the-front-yard’ policy and homeowners are
finding that veggies and perennials are more waterefficient than thirsty lawns. So, what about roses?
Aren’t they very thirsty plants, too?

Standing water or mossy damp areas beneath plants are
signs of poor drainage. As roses will not survive with
wet feet; drainage must be fixed or the plant moved.
Under-planting with smaller companion plants will help
shade rose roots and slow evaporation of water at the
base of the plant. (They also disguise bare canes.) Deep
watering, less often is better for roses as it encourages
deep root growth. Deep roots help strengthen the rose
and stay cooler on our hottest summer days.

Well, yes and mostly, no. Roses need water to grow like
any other plant, but the requirements vary according to
soil, season, sun and plant. What can rose gardeners do
to save water? Why, plant more roses, of course. Get
rid of that water-sucking lawn and put in more roses!

irrigation systems. Repair or replace as needed.
Run water only when actually using it. Place an
automatic shut-off nozzle on your hose so water is
running only when you’re watering plants and not
while you are carrying the hose to the plants.
Plant the right roses. Okay, this goes for all types of
plants. Put shade-lovers in the shade, sun-loving
roses in well-drained soil in full sun, and be sure to
select roses right for your soil and growing conditions. My Cornelia loves the dappled shade of the
east side of the arbor she’s climbing over, while Eden
is happy in the sunnier west end.
Adjust sprinklers to water the plants, not hardscape.
How many times have we observed neighbors—never
us—watering the sidewalk?
Water in early morning (or before sunup) to minimize evaporation. This timing is also
important for overhead watering as it
gives water on foliage time to evaporate
before sundown, minimizing fungal
diseases.
• Water only what the rose needs.
Roses need 4-6 gallons of water per
week, depending on size of the plant,
drainage, soil and time of year. While
new plants may require watering more
often, established plants should be watered less often, but right down through the roots (16
-18” deep).

Watering Old Garden roses
Once established, some species roses need very little water to stay alive except during the hottest time of the
year. These roses are the survivors.
Roses may be watered:
• Drip emitters, bubblers, soaker hoses or hand-held
hose near the roots of the plant.
• Overhead sprinklers early in the morning. Though
many prefer watering the base of the plant, overhead
watering can help remove dust and small insects
from foliage.
• Basin watering.
A soil basin
around the base of the plant is
filled with water and allowed to
drain into the roots (also permits
accurate measurement of the
amount of water given to the rose).
Climbers may need more water than
shrubs of similar age and size. It takes
time to move water to the ends of very
long canes. Extra water ensures that it
will not all evaporate before the plant
can take it up.
Monitor roses for signs of too much or not enough water.
•Too much: older leaves at bottom of plant turn yellow
beginning at the center (veins) and fall off.
•Too little: older leaves begin to show a chevron pattern
of yellow & brown beginning at the tip of each leaflet.

Water Saving Tips
• Stop leaks. Check your hoses, sprinklers, faucets and
•

•

•

•

The City of Sacramento and other local water agencies
will visit your property to assess your water usage. Sacramento’s Water-Wise House Call program is free to City
residents. The water-wise expert will help homeowners
identify and fix water-wasting features in both home and
yard. (www.cityofsacramento.org/)
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Rose Garden Maintenance Report
There's usually a breathing period between the time we
stop pruning and when the roses start to bloom. Not
so this year. With sap rising and roses leafing out, we
declared pruning victory in mid-February. We lifted
our heards, looked around, and noticed a few blossoms
high up on R. banksiae normalis. If the banksiae was
blooming, could 'Ramona' be far behind? We trekked
up to the fence to look, and found that 'Ramona' had
half a dozen brilliant single flowers dotting its expanse.
'Excellenz von Schubert' had a couple of blooms, as did
Napoleon. By the following weekend, 'Gloire des Rosomanes' was blooming and scattered flowers could be
found on other Chinas throughout the garden.
This is an 'El Nino' year. The hard freezes we experienced in December have given way to unusually wet
and warm weather. We are still considered to be in a
drought, but we've caught up to average rainfall at this
point. Our plants must think winter is over, based on
their eagerness to leaf out and flower.
Fortunately, we started pruning early this
year. The head start was especially important since a number of our Tuesday
workdays were too wet to work. We
pruned almost all of the Hybrid Perpetuals, Hybrid Teas, climbers, and many of
the Polyanthas and Chinas. We did not
prune many of the Tea roses, which do
fine with a light touch.
We've added rebar structures to either
side of the mausoleum in the Broadway
bed. The roses on the south side,
'Renae' and 'Lady Waterlow,' have suffered from resting directly on the hot
granite. They are now tied away from the
wall, and we will see how well they recover. On the
north side, 'Climbing White Maman Cochet' had been
Fourth Annual Pruning Day

January’s Pruning Invitational found 26 volunteers
working from morning until mid-afternoon. Volunteers included six members of the Sacramento Old
City Association, Master Gardeners, and friends and
family of our “regular” Rose Garden Volunteers. We
accomplished a lot that day. and enjoyed a wonderful
soup and chili lunch. Many thanks to all who participated.
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by Anita Clevenger
piled in a heap on the ground. We hoisted a couple of
large canes over the rebar, and tied new, limber canes up
and over the mausoleum door.
Several of the species roses are struggling. R. nanothamnus may be dead while R. webbiana has only a few live
canes. These roses are native to high, dry mountain
slopes of Asia, very different conditions than Sacramento. Our intense sun and heat, soil conditions, and
regular summer irrigation may have stressed them.
They've been plagued with spider mites, and had a lot of
die-back. We decided to cut away the dead, which
seemed to accelerate their decline. These rose grow in a
dense thicket, and its possible that they need to keep the
older and even dead canes. If either recover, we will
keep our pruning shears away.
Early December's high wind pushed over the rebar structures under two of the banksiae, R. banksiae lutescens
and 'Purezza’. In that storm, winds roared in from the
south, and roses were leaning to the north, blocking the
path. We worked with the Sheriff's Crew in considerable wind,
resetting the rebar, cutting back
quite a bit of growth, and retying
the roses securely with foamcovered wire. When we were
done, the pile of trimmings was
about as big as the roses, but as we
say, “There is still a lot of rose
there.”
Other roses are smaller by design.
We've thinned and cut back overgrown roses that were blocking
paths and monuments. As a result of these efforts. the pathways
and headstones are more visible than ever. Things are
looking good.
We've spread four truckloads of manure and applied
alfalfa to new roses and ones that we'd like to encourage
to produce new basal breaks. We've also planted perennials from Hamilton Square to add color throughout
the year and attract beneficial insects, including native
bees
Now it's time to work a little less, and stop to smell the
roses.

CEMETERY
ROSE
Judy Eitzen
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 3, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Email: verlaine@citlink.net

WE’RE ON THE WEB
www.cemeteryrose.org

Perks

Historic Rose Garden volunteers
receive more benefits than one
might think. Not only are volunteers able to spend time working on
a project that benefits the entire
community, they get to spend time
learning about roses with others interested in antique roses, their history and horticulture. Volunteers
are good company! Volunteers are
the first to try growing roses from
the Rose Garden in home gardens.
Join in!

Quick Garden Tip

On watering roses
from
Sunset Garden Handbook—the
How-To-Do-It Garden Guide for
Western Homes (1935)

“...During flowering and
growing periods keep roots
cool and damp. Water by
flooding a depression around
the bush. Peat moss is a good
mulch.”
(Except for instructions to spray for
aphids w/an all-round garden spray
which undoubtedly contained DDT, old
garden manuals are still useful—ed.)

Garden quote
A rose made of
any other
material is just
as sticky.
Matt Kaplan

